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This article examines the early years of the Pan American Round Table (PART), a women’s group founded in Texas in 1916 that internationalized to Latin America by 1928. While men built bridges and highways that connected the United States and Latin America, women of the PART built metaphorical ones of friendship and understanding. They acted as agents of “soft” diplomacy reshaping Pan Americanism, a U.S. foreign policy goal intended to foster commercial and political ties and to spread democracy in Latin America. Their activist work on behalf of Pan Americanism became a vehicle for personal and community enrichment: through education of self and public, they believed they could change attitudes toward Latin America and its people, yielding a common ground of mutual respect as their motto “liking comes from knowing” suggested. The PART is thus a model study for the interplay of gender, diplomacy, and foreign relations in the twentieth century.

On April 14, 1935, women of the Pan American Round Table (PART) stood on the international bridge where the cities of Laredo, Texas and Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas met to dedicate a bronze marker to the women of the Americas. Hortencia Elías Calles de Torreblanca, wife of the Mexican minister of foreign affairs and daughter of former president Plutarco Calles, unveiled a round marker embossed with entwined flags of the Pan American Union (PAU) set against the backdrop of North and South America; below it read “One for All, All for One.” Members of the PART from San Antonio, Brownsville, and Laredo orchestrated the entire affair, attended by hundreds, including governors and their wives from Texas, Tamaulipas, and Coahuila, and a cast of U.S. and Mexican consular and border officials. A luncheon followed at the Hamilton Hotel where men and women of Mexico and Texas mingled. No ordinary dedication ceremony, the event took place on the official calendar date of Pan American Day and just ahead of the official opening of the first major highway linking Texas to Mexico City. In one of the many speeches that day, the head of the Mexican Division in the U.S. State Department commented that “the erection of the marker fulfills a prophetic rather than a commemorative purpose,” representing a
new era of hemispheric cooperation. He noted too that border communities had long been places of “social and business intercourse” where “Mexicans and Americans mingle freely” and where women of the PART had “already done so much to foster friendly relations.” The PART was, indeed, the first women’s group in the United States dedicated to rearing Pan Americans and to promoting the larger cause of hemispheric understanding.

This ceremony speaks volumes to the kind of work the PART performed on behalf of inter-American solidarity. While men built bridges and highways that connected the United States and Latin America, women of the PART built metaphorical ones of friendship. They acted as civic diplomats advancing Pan Americanism, a U.S. foreign policy ideal of hemispheric cooperation intended to foster commercial, political, and eventually cultural ties throughout the region, and a rhetorical tool that became central to U.S.-Latin American relations by the 1930s and during the Cold War. The group’s Pan American activism became a vehicle for personal and community improvement: members saw themselves fulfilling a noble service—a kind of civic and spiritual duty—to nation and hemisphere through education of self and the public about Latin America. They provided services to their immediate communities across Texas and to an imagined hemispheric one, whether through the creation of a Pan American library at the Gunter Hotel or the donation of books to help build one in Mexico City. Encouraged by the objectives of the PAU under John Barrett (1907–19) and his successor Dr. Leo Rowe (1920–46), the PART worked to expose themselves and their communities to their southern neighbors. Their group motto, “liking comes from knowing,” suggests how members saw knowledge about the other as the key to hemispheric cooperation. How and, to some extent, why women of the PART carried out a mission to raise Pan Americans is the subject of this article.

The PART drew inspiration from Barrett’s notion of “Practical Pan Americanism,” a concept that encouraged every American to take responsibility for practicing good will toward the people and governments of Latin America. In speeches across the country and in print media, Barrett went so far as to draw a clear picture of an imagined hemispheric family, implored all Americans—government officials, journalists, teachers, and ordinary citizens—to treat Latin Americans “as one man would towards another, as one family [would] towards another family, as one community [would] towards another community.” Building this Pan American community, he argued, “will lead to lasting peace, secure friendship, and great commercial exchange between the United States and her” sister republics. Barrett’s suggestion that everyone had a role to play in promoting this ideal formed the backdrop of a Pan American civic movement that was especially popular and uniquely inclusive. In his cross-country tours, Barrett spoke
to businessmen, journalists, women’s clubs, youth groups, and university students. With no funding and little guidance from the PAU, the gradual growth of Pan American civic groups over the course of the twentieth century, from a handful in 1930 to over 300 groups by the 1950s, suggests the grassroots nature of Pan Americanism. The only evidence of any concerted effort to provide guidance on how to form a Pan American group can be found during World War II when the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs published a pamphlet with suggestions drawn directly from the kinds of programs the PART had been carrying out since 1916.4

The PART also emerged in response to local conditions, albeit ones influenced by national actors. Mrs. Florence Terry Griswold, its founder, was undoubtedly shaped by her upbringing near the U.S.-Mexico border. Her life there was a place where Griswold “learned to esteem and value [the Mexicans’] qualities of loyalty and devotion.”5 Living on the border in Eagle Pass as a wife, mother, and eventual widow, Griswold’s granddaughter describes how moved she was to see mothers and children fleeing the violence of the Mexican Revolution.6 Her empathy for the Mexican experience, coupled with a unique borderland identity, prompted her to call a meeting of twenty-two likeminded women in San Antonio to form the Pan American Round Table in 1916. It may be worth noting that the women met at a crucial moment in U.S.-Mexican history. Tensions between governments had escalated during Mexico’s revolution, resulting in the U.S. occupation of Veracruz in 1914. The year these women formed the PART, Pancho Villa had wreaked havoc in Columbus, New Mexico, and President Woodrow Wilson responded by sending General Pershing and his troops to capture the Villistas. Meanwhile, in Washington, D.C., Barrett publicly promoted arbitration, not intervention, through the Pan American Union. He wrote an essay, “Mexico: A Land of Potentiality,” in which he dispelled common myths about Mexicans as anti-American and incompetent, advocating, instead, cooperation as the key to peace and prosperity in Mexico.7 The convergence of borderland unrest with a national call to hemispheric comity or, worse, war, produced an opportune moment for local women like Griswold to harness their energy toward a Pan American cause, something reflected in the organization’s reach as it spread first throughout south Texas, to the border cities of Laredo, El Paso, Brownsville, and McAllen in the 1920s–1930s. The group later formed in the Dallas-Ft. Worth area by the 1940s.8 Thus, proximity to the Mexican border and exposure to Mexican culture and peoples likely motivated women at the time to act on behalf of Pan Americanism.9

Pan American civic groups like the PART provide a window into the interplay of civic activism, gender, and foreign relations in the twentieth century. These groups, organized around common age, profession, sex, and
social status, were a reflection of society and broader club culture in the United States. Where members would have intersected were in advisory roles. A member of the affluent men’s Pan American Society, for example, might sit on the advisory board of the all-women’s Pan American League. While the PART flourished with the support of men at home and in government, women members saw their Pan American work as an extension of women’s work, much in the way the historian Paige Meltzer suggests for the clubwomen she examines. She shows how clubwomen’s role as mothers and homemakers, whose job it was to take care of their immediate family and the larger body politic, legitimized their activist work carried out before and after World War II. This maternalism became particularly important in the postwar era as the conservative General Federation of Women’s Clubs encouraged clubwomen to engage in a new culture of domesticity that disseminated democratic values of civic-mindedness, consumption, and negotiation. Women of the PART similarly carried out their mission in normative ways, through self and civic education. Griswold openly voiced her disapproval of women internationalists. In 1930, she declined an invitation from the Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom (WILPF) to attend an inter-American conference. In her letter to WILPF member Kathleen Jennison Lowrie, she explained that the PART believed politics to be “petty” and admonished League members for not dutifully using their husband’s names. She concluded by pointedly stating that women of the PART were apolitical and saw their involvement as strictly social and cultural.

Yet the kind of civic work performed by members of the PART reveals a more complex picture. On the one hand, members performed Pan Americanism in feminine ways. They hosted monthly luncheons where diplomats and university professors lectured on Latin America and where they performed Latin American poetry or music. They also organized Pan American Day celebrations and fundraising events to create Pan American libraries and to provide scholarships to young Latin American women hoping to study at Texas universities. On the other hand, PART members successfully navigated the landscape of international politics, corresponding with Rowe at the PAU and other government men of import, never missing an opportunity to host a visiting dignitary or academic. The PART struck a balance between civic-mindedness (typical of a woman’s club in this era) and politics. Rather than couch their activism in overtly maternalist language, Griswold guided the organization away from the banal woman’s club and toward, in her view, a club with a highly noble mission of hemispheric community-building. In fact, her choice to use the term round table not club speaks to the group’s commitment to friendship, negotiation, and compromise—ideals no different from the postwar objectives of the General Federation of Women’s Clubs.
The ways in which the PART approached civic Pan Americanism may explain their gradual appeal to women in Latin America where today there are over 200 clubs and 6,000 members. With the exception of a club in Mexico City founded in 1928 by women of the American Colony, most Latin American round tables, called Mesas Rondondas Panamericanas (MRP), were incorporated in the 1940s and thereafter. The earliest groups can be found in the capital cities of Cuba, Honduras, Argentina, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, and in northern Mexico, often established as a result of a personal connection with Texas. For example, Dr. Angela Acuña, who was born in Costa Rica but lived in Dallas, used her connections to found the MRP in San José, Costa Rica, and Tegucigalpa, Honduras, while Texas-born Collin McCown de Garza, who married a Mexican, founded the Monterrey club in 1944. Meanwhile, Mexico has been central to the proliferation of Pan Americanism, boasting seventy-seven tables as of 2009 located in three zones across the country, from tourist peripheries like Cancun and Oaxaca to mining communities like Fresnillo. While a study of Latin American clubs is beyond the scope of this article, it is worth mentioning that proximity to the United States and zones of contact with Americans may explain the mapping of the transnational round table movement.

Given the PART’s objective, its early history was rife with contradictions and a few controversies. The most prominent of these have some broader implications for our understanding of Pan Americanism and women’s articulation of it, namely that the well-meaning work to build a hemispheric community was not immune from the trappings of local political cultures or long-held beliefs about Latin American inferiority. Furthermore, we can see that Pan Americanism was a fundamentally U.S.-driven, U.S.-defined aspiration. For example, early members of PART in Texas and Mexico City had the foresight to “get to know” their Latin American sisters but they were not necessarily progressive. At PART celebrations members dressed up in traditional “costumes” that fetishized Latin American culture, while Griswold believed the founding American members of PART-Mexico City should “show the Mexican women how to grow”; in other words, Americans were in the superior position to teach Mexicans how to be good Pan Americans. Likewise, as I will address later, American expatriates who founded the first Mexico City Pan American Round Table in 1928 initially excluded Mexican women from its membership. Pan Americanism—the ideal and the civic movement—was thus limited by the visionaries themselves.

A study of the PART suggests new ways of thinking about the quotidian and gendered enactments of foreign relations within the broader transnational currents of women’s activism and U.S.-Latin American relations in the twentieth century. New diplomatic scholars have illuminated the myriad forms of public diplomacy, a form of “soft” power, to show how
people—from entertainers to philanthropists—play a role in mediating foreign relations through the dissemination of ideas, cultural practices, and values. Works on industrialists like John D. Rockefeller and Henry Ford, peace activists and internationalists, university professors and students, musicians, and tourists have pushed our understanding of diplomacy beyond official state actors and government programs to the more ordinary and oft-overlooked forms of international politics. Civic organizations like the PART should be understood as key agents of diplomacy, effecting change in public opinion, building bridges of friendship, and spreading values of hemispheric citizenship.

This study also enriches our understanding of Pan Americanism itself. Scholars have written extensively about hemispheric relations, focusing on the economic and political impact that U.S. capital, financial institutions, and even cultural practices have had on the region; others examine key presidential administrations, such as Wilson’s and Franklin Roosevelt’s, where we find major shifts in U.S.-Latin American policy. Within the scholarship on Pan America as an ideal, the greatest contributions are works that focus on the Pan American Union, namely its role in arbitrating hemispheric conflicts that ended wars or helped to avoid them and in galvanizing support for a particular position. Works also address the many important semi-official Pan American conferences on the sciences, public health, feminist and maternal welfare, commerce, medicine, child rights, and education. These conferences provided a forum for “Americans” writ large to advocate for constitutional reforms and welfare state programs. Women’s historians in particular have shown how Pan American conferences served as vehicles for policy advancement. The historians Donna Guy and Lynn Stoner illustrate how child rights advocates, maternalist feminists, and suffragists used Pan American congresses to press for legal and social welfare reform, suggesting ways that women used Pan Americanism to evoke change. Little is known, however, about Pan American activists who formed membership in a hemisphere-wide club movement that began in the early twentieth century thanks in large part to Barrett’s work. This study seeks to understand how women of the PART appropriated Pan Americanism when cross-cultural friendship, not reform, was the goal.

Spreading Pan Americanism from Texas

A political concept of unity initially conceived by Simon Bolivar in the 1820s, Pan Americanism came to define a U.S. policy of commercial and political expansionism by the late nineteenth century. Advocated by former Secretary of State James Blaine as a vehicle for building peace in a contentious hemisphere fraught with territorial conflicts, it gained popular-
ity in the U.S. Congress as a way to create a sphere of commercial influence south of the border. By the time the first hemispheric meeting was held in Washington in 1889 under Blaine’s tutelage, delegates from twenty-one nations met to create new trade ties and markets. What came out of that first meeting was a fledgling agreement to form the International Bureau of American Republics. While commercial interests drove the first few official hemispheric conferences, this changed in 1906 when Barrett was named director of the Bureau, which was renamed the Pan American Union in 1910. With a $750,000 donation by Andrew Carnegie and a $250,000 congressional appropriation, an architectural gem was constructed to house the Pan American Union located on the main thoroughfare in Washington, D.C. on 17th Street Northwest and Constitution Avenue. The organization, though an unofficial one, was set at the center of Washington politics as a kind of statement about the larger goals of the union, namely that it would bring peace and, especially, prosperity to the western hemisphere just as European aggression grew.

Under Barrett’s leadership, the Pan American Union became the clearinghouse for information about Latin America, especially commercial statistics. Barrett became the single most important advocate for hemispheric comity, a kind of mover and shaker for Pan Americanism. He kept a busy work schedule balancing luncheons and banquets with hundreds of speaking engagements and an outstanding publication record. Barrett helped to shift attention away from commercial relations and toward an ideal of Pan Americanism and the imagined hemispheric community. He advocated mutual respect through understanding. He was the first to criticize U.S. foreign policy in Latin America and often clashed with members of the State Department and even presidents when he saw the U.S. government infringe on Pan Americanism. Barrett advocated for what he called the “Pan Americanization” of the Monroe Doctrine. This meant true hemispheric cooperation and a real mental shift in U.S. political thought, whereby Latin American governments would stand by the United States in the event of a threat, just as the United States would stand by Latin America. In short, Barrett promoted an ideal of equality among all peoples and governments in the western hemisphere, ideas that resonated with important officials, namely President Wilson, who drew on Barrett’s definition of Pan Americanism for his famous 1913 Mobile Address.

After twenty-one years as professor of law and government at the University of Pennsylvania, Rowe took over the PAU as Pan Americanism had begun to gain currency as an official, state-sanctioned diplomatic tool. The Union’s vision would eventually pave the way for Roosevelt’s Good Neighbor Policy of the 1930s, a policy of political nonintervention and investment in building cultural and social ties. Rowe’s overall approach to
Latin America was similar to Barrett’s in that he argued for multilateralism, not unilateralism, as the key to regional development and the growth of strong democracies and economies. Like Barrett, his approach was neither altruistic nor devoid of longstanding beliefs about U.S. exceptionalism, understanding the U.S. mission in Latin America as one that would marshal the region toward modernization. Modernization would come about not just through political cooperation or commercial trade, but through a new component: cultural and intellectual exchange. The kinds of cultural relations introduced by Rowe reached their apex with the founding of exchange programs like the Fulbright Program, sponsored by the State Department. Exposing people of the Americas to one another would thus contribute to the broader mission of hemispheric unity and friendship. Over the course of Barrett’s and Rowe’s combined thirty-eight years of leadership at the PAU, Pan Americanism captured the attention of politicians, philanthropists, and ordinary Americans around the aspiration of a hemispheric community.

At the helm of the PART until her passing in the 1940s, Griswold fervently believed in both the prospect of Pan Americanism and women’s natural role in it. She saw similarities between the founding fathers of the Americas—San Martín, Bolívar, Hidalgo, and George Washington—and envisioned a unified destiny for the two continents, the creation of which women would play a central role. Griswold contended that if women became friends, men on both sides of the border could no longer misunderstand each other because, without commercial, financial, or political stakes, women “can meet with mutual sympathy and friendship.” Although its mission was supposedly apolitical, the very nature of PART’s work as good neighbors embodied the spirit of politics and diplomacy. PART’s work was an extension of women’s work and an exercise in self-study, civic education, and philanthropy. The twenty-two founding members in San Antonio, for example, set a precedent whereby each Table member studied one country in Latin America and presented their findings at monthly luncheons or teas. Over time, luncheons included honorary guest speakers from the government, diplomatic corps, and university community who lectured on some aspect of Latin American politics, economics, or culture. The San Antonio Table, for example, hosted a talk by Mexican Minister of Foreign Relations, Aaron Sáenz, when he was en route to Cuba in 1925. In 1933, the El Paso Table invited a prominent judge from Ciudad Juárez who, they wrote in a report, “made a plea that the women of [Mexico and the United States] could forever be the dovelike messengers for which they were intended, and could forever mother the magnanimous situation of peace and friendliness.” And, in 1944, Mexican Consul Luis Pérez Abreu lectured on pre-Columbian civilizations at the home of a Dallas Table member. It was not uncommon that luncheons or teas also included Latin American fare and a
cultural performance by a Table member who either sang in Spanish, played a piano piece by a Latin American composer, or recited Latin American poetry. Learning Spanish was an important component of self-study for PART members. Most Tables organized Spanish-language courses for members and, in some cases, the broader community. By the mid-1940s, some Tables even incorporated a compulsory, Spanish-only language policy when dessert was served. For example, the McAllen Table—where half its members were Mexican-American—passed a rule to punish those caught speaking English during dessert with a ten-cent fine. The PART also helped draft a resolution to introduce Spanish-language curriculum in Texas public schools, which eventually passed the state senate in 1941.

The PART’s work focused on civic education. Members organized projects to build Pan American libraries in the United States and in Latin America. In 1942, members in Texas and Mexico City played a major role in founding and stocking the shelves of the famous Benjamin Franklin Library in the U.S. Embassy in Mexico City. Closer to home they established local Pan American reading rooms, like those found in San Antonio at the Gunter and St. Anthony Hotels, or donated books about Latin America to public libraries, including a Pan American library in San Antonio’s historic La Villita near the Riverwalk. Likewise, in the 1940s, the Silver City, New Mexico Table, whose members were mostly educators, established a library for Mexican-American children at a local community center. They also designed cultural programming for the broader community. Members wrote and produced radio programs that aired over local Texas stations; “The Young Ambassador,” for example, produced by a Dallas Table member in 1942, aired in Dallas and Houston and was replayed for students in public schools. Written by Maria de Haro, this child-friendly series centered on the life of a young American boy who lived in Mexico City with his aunt and uncle while his parents toured South America. Through dialogue between Jackie and his new Mexican friends, audiences learned about Mexican culture and history. PART members also played host to the famous Mexican Arts Exhibit in 1930, which opened at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City and featured famous Mexican contemporary artists like Diego Rivera, José Clemente Orozco, and Carlos Mérida (to name only a few), as well as fine art from the colonial and national periods. San Antonio members made all the hometown arrangements, which included booking the Witte Memorial Museum and organizing the opening reception. Table members impressed other “civic-minded folks” from a variety of men’s and women’s clubs—the Catholic Women’s Association, Council of Jewish Women, Rotarians, Kiwanis, and Choral Club—to act as docents and hosts for the duration of the exhibit from August 12 to September 9. Their efforts were a huge success: an estimated 50,000 visitors (1,500 per day) enjoyed
the museum exhibit, exposing thousands to a slice of Mexican history and culture.36 Likewise, Tables throughout the Southwest held local essay contests at middle and high schools whereby students submitted essays on subjects related to Pan Americanism for cash prizes. The Las Cruces, New Mexico Table, for example, gave war bonds to winners in the early 1940s.37

PART members often performed and spread Pan Americanism through public displays and commemoration. The most common of these was the yearly celebration of Pan American Day on April 14. Members organized community ceremonies and invitation-only banquets. In 1936, the Brownsville Table organized a Pan American Day at the home of one its members. An estimated 150 people were greeted by charros (Mexican cowboys). Guests sat at one of sixteen tables organized by a PART member to represent a different Latin American country and its respective cuisine: rice, enchiladas, and imported pulque at the Mexico table; barbequed beef and pork at the Argentina/Uruguay table; and mate at the Brazil table. Meanwhile, PART members dressed in traditional Latin American costumes.38 In 1951, the McAllen Table hosted a coffee for 300 people at the fancy Casa de Palmas Hotel where children from Reynosa (across the border) performed traditional Mexican songs and dances.39

On occasion, the PART spearheaded efforts to memorialize their mission on plaques in public spaces. The first of these was the bronze marker on the international bridge described earlier. Griswold spearheaded the project. She spent over a year soliciting approval for the marker at various binational agencies, raising funds and designing it, and organizing the ceremony to dedicate it.40 Over a decade later, in 1947, San Antonio dedicated a round bronze marker that weighed over 250 pounds in the city’s downtown Municipal Auditorium. Emblazoned on the plaque was PART’s emblem featuring the map of Texas surrounded by flags from twenty-one member nations. At the top read PART’s motto: “WHEN WOMEN UNDERSTAND EACH OTHER, MEN CAN NO LONGER MISUNDERSTAND.” Like the 1935 ceremony, this one also included the Texas governor and his wife, a personal representative of the Mexican president, and countless consular officials from across Latin America. Although symbolic at best, these public displays of Pan Americanism bolstered the profile of both the Round Table movement and hemispheric unity, which was increasingly vital to the U.S. government by the mid-1930s as war loomed in Europe and threatened stability in the Americas.

Outreach work was also a component of PART’s mission, especially its scholarship programs. While the group awards over one hundred educational scholarships to Latina students in Texas today, the program in its early years provided a modest number of scholarships to expose young Latin American women to American life.41 Complementing intellectual
exchange programs like the Fulbright, the PART brought young women to the United States in the mid-1940s. The Austin Table was one of the first to do so, securing one hundred scholarships from the Texas State Legislature in 1941; in 1945 they guaranteed funds through the Institute of International Education and the University of Texas (UT) to pay the tuition of Latin American students studying at the UT-Austin, while giving eight of their own scholarships in the amount of fifty dollars each to offset costs. Other Tables followed: the Dallas Table raised $500 to fund a scholarship program for graduate students of Latin American descent at Southern Methodist University and funded the training of a Guatemalan nursing student at Baylor University while the San Antonio Table raised money to offer a scholarship at Our Lady of the Lake College to a young Honduran woman who was poor and in the top eight percent of her class.

PART members were also hosts to Latin American visitors, namely educators, students, and diplomats. In university towns, Tables held teas in honor of Latin American students attending institutions or they invited students to speak about their native country at monthly luncheons; others filled linen chests for newly arrived Latin American students. The Houston Table opened a formal Hospitality Center to welcome visitors and to teach Spanish courses. There they reportedly offered Latin Americans access to Spanish-language newspapers, “books on Latin America, travel information, writing materials and even phone service.” Some members went so far as to act as surrogate parents for many of the visiting Latin American students. In 1953, two San Antonio Table members and their husbands picked up a Honduran scholarship student (and her family) at the airport, housed her, drove her to college, and even helped her pick out classes. In their report, the members bent over backwards to prepare her for the school year, outfitting her with new clothes, shoes, socks, and a hat, and providing her with a monthly stipend for incidentals. Meanwhile, the Houston Table, whose director was the wife of Rice University’s provost, set up an International Room in 1955 where volunteers entertained Latin American visitors.

Through their missionary work, the PART sought to heighten awareness about the culture and peoples of Latin America, acting as agents of a larger political mission aimed at building solidarity not just between nation-states but between citizens. They acted as agents in ways considered appropriate for women and pleasing to men. One Mexican judge echoed this at a luncheon in 1933, praising the PART for acting as doves and mothers who forwarded world peace by rearing good citizens. With an international view that obfuscated more immediate issues at home—namely, their failure to take a stand against discrimination against Mexican Americans in Texas—members worked against anti-American sentiment in Latin America. As one Table member states, with our activities, “we could offset the pro-
paganda and the bad manners so often displayed by the tourist class who went to Mexico in the early days.” By putting their best foot forward and generously funding educational exchanges, or by inviting Latin American students to dine in their homes, women of the PART represented the good neighbor par excellence and dispelled, in their small way, Latin American perceptions of the U.S. leviathan.

To work against anti-Americanism, the PART sought to spread the gospel of Pan Americanism in what became a hemisphere-wide Round Table movement. A success today, the earliest efforts beyond Texas borders were less so, which disappointed Griswold. The Mexico City controversy, in particular, suggests the limits of the Pan American mission and the fault lines of the Pan American ideal itself. It was a catch-all idea open to interpretation and taken up as a cause to meet personal, national, and even international objectives. Despite living in Mexico, early members of PART-Mexico City were almost entirely Americans who joined the movement not necessarily to forge friendships with Mexican women around them but, more likely, to socialize with other women of the American Colony and to learn about the unfamiliar region in which they lived. As Pan Americanism gained popularity and purpose during World War II, PART-Mexico City began outreach work while new Tables cropped up in northern Mexico cities like Monterrey and Reynosa where one was more likely to find Americans more integrated into local culture and, as such, more likely to speak Spanish and to form friendships with Mexican women. Because Pan Americanism was an aspiration, positionality mattered in the case of Mexico (the north versus the center) just as it did in Texas (El Paso versus Dallas). It shaped the Pan American mission and the form that mission took.

Interpreting Pan Americanism from Mexico City

It is somewhat peculiar that Mexico City instead of a nearby northern city became the location for the first PART-Mexico club. Given the strong American colony there by the early 1920s, Mexico City seemed an ideal place to promote friendship between Americans and Mexicans but it was also peculiar because scholars have shown that the American Colony there was exclusive, even if only middle class, made up of engineers, insurance agents, scientists, and managers in the airline, oil, and manufacturing industries who resided with their families apart from the real Mexico in which they lived. Graduate student in history Birgit Nielson describes the American Colony as an island, “isolated and cohesive,” whose members “refused to be assimilated into Mexican culture.” Because their education and employment secured them a place of privilege in Mexico City, Americans never needed to assimilate to Mexican society. Their social and cultural capital
meant that they need not live in an enclave community but lived dispersed throughout Mexico City. Privileged and scattered, the American Colony was a lifestyle rather than a cohesive, homogenous community. Given the cosmopolitan nature of Mexico City and the general admiration of American culture, members of the colony neither learned nor spoke Spanish. They built a “colony lifestyle” that sustained American customs and values while also staying connected to other Americans through institutions like the American School, social clubs like the Mexico City Country Club and the American Legion, philanthropic associations like the American Benevolent Society, and churches like the Union Evangelical Church. Some of these institutions were theoretically open to the broader *chilango* (residents of Mexico City) and foreign communities. Enrollment at the American School by 1941, for example, was half Mexican and the Mexico City Country Club was open to all as long as prospective members could purchase stock in the club and pass the rigorous application process. This colony lifestyle was maintained on the whole through membership in social and civic clubs, which often doubled as sites of exclusion and segregation. The American Club, Legion, and Benevolent Society excluded non-Americans while the Union Evangelical Church served a largely American and British congregate given that most Mexicans at the time were Catholic.

If exceptionalism characterized the American Colony of Mexico City, it is odd that these women prompted the founding of a group that promoted the cause of solidarity between citizens of the Americas. PART records indicate that the first Mexican table was founded by “a former member of the San Antonio branch [who] moved to the City of Mexico.” Some of the founding members in Mexico City came into contact with the Round Table idea through friends and family in Texas or caught wind of it at some point in their travels between Mexico and the United States, which often entailed stops in Texas. The instructive controversy over membership in PART-Mexico City nevertheless shows an early disconnect between the club’s fundamental mission to “foster mutual understanding and friendship with peoples of the Americas” and how American women in Mexico City imagined their place in the Pan American movement, especially from their unique position as colony members.

In 1928, two groups vied to establish an official PART club. On one side was a group of well-meaning Mexican women led by Luz Cosío de López (whose background is so far inconclusive) and included Srta. María Canales, Sra. Santibañez, and Margarita de Soto Hay. The opposing group was spearheaded by Mrs. J. Walter Christie, the wife of an insurance agent and member of the Union Evangelical Church; Mrs. Maurice Hugo, wife of a manager at Guest Aerovías de México; and Mrs. Walter E. Purple, wife of the operating manager of a medical supply company—all colony women
who were already part of a History Club that began to study Pan American affairs. One can be sure that women in both groups were important enough (well-heeled, English-speaking, prominent members of the colony and of Mexican society) to catch wind of this Pan American movement during their travels through Texas.

To be clear, no competition actually existed; the Mexican women assumed they could join the proposed club. But the women of the American Colony openly refused to let them join a club despite its purpose of fostering goodwill. Correspondence reveals that the American women were not willing to hold meetings in Spanish and were of the mind that the PART was to be an American-based club, choosing to hold meetings at the exclusive University Club and later at the American Club. Women of the American Colony did not exclude Mexican members altogether; rather, they quite strategically invited Sra. Ramón Beteta, wife of the soon-to-be undersecretary of foreign relations under Cárdenas, to join. The American women refused to budge while the Mexican women were clearly (and rightfully) offended by their exclusion; both wanted to begin a Pan American Round Table, if not together then separately. From San Antonio, Griswold tried but failed to help them reach an agreement. In letters to both parties, she was polite, refusing to condemn the American women outright for their lack of mission. Instead, she encouraged the Mexican group to continue their Pan American work but to do so under a different name. In response, they established an organization called the Union Feminina Ibero-Americana (Ibero-American Feminist Union or UFIA) to reflect their own brand of Pan Hispanismo, which emphasized the historical link between Latin America and Spain. By 1936, the PART-Mexico City and the UFIA buried the hatchet and began to attend each other’s events, although the UFIA declined Griswold’s later offer to join PART; by then, they had begun to establish branches throughout Latin America and had passed a resolution never to formally join the group. Of the first twenty-two PART members in Mexico City, only three were Mexican.

When Mexico City members abruptly resigned from the PART in 1940 over a lack of voting rights in decisions emanating from Texas, Griswold wrote that the women of Mexico City “have always failed to understand that a Roundtable in the Republic of Mexico should be composed of Mexican women, and the Americans to serve as associate members of the group; in other words, they should have been willing to show the Mexican women how to grow.” One can imagine the difficulty in showing Mexican women how to be good Pan Americans when colony women did not play that role themselves. Expressing her disappointment about their resignation to a colleague, Griswold wrote: “In my years of experience I have found those who criticize contribute little to an organization. Anyone can tear down, but
it requires intelligence and broad-mindedness to build. Envy and Jealousy are terrible diseases. You see everyone does not have an understanding heart.”60 One American member of the 1944 chapter in Monterrey accused then-Mexico City director, Mrs. Arthur Constantine, of exhibiting “I-ism rather than Pan-Americanism.”61 In short, American members in Mexico City were not good Pan Americans. While the issue of decision-making was resolved in 1944 with the formation of the Alliance of Pan American Round Tables, one could not predict how agents of Pan Americanism would understand their mission.62 By then, clubs throughout Latin America had formed—two in Mexico, one in Cuba, one in Honduras, one in Nicaragua, and one in Colombia.63

Criticism of Mexico City members was not unfair, but Griswold and others failed to perceive colony women as both products and benefactors of their privileged, exclusive positions. Early on, they used Pan Americanism to meet personal needs, focusing on self-study and choosing “Mexico” as their theme for 1932.64 While it seems ironic to choose to learn about the country in which they lived, the insulation of the American Colony and the fact that many colonists were part of a new wave of expatriates arriving in the early 1920s meant that they were indeed learning about their neighbors for the first time. Over the next few decades, they broadened their reach, entertaining men of import from Canada, Chile, and El Salvador, and organizing Pan American Days and luncheons for important visitors such as prominent American professors, Latin American diplomats, and Pan American Union officials. They took excursions together to nearby Cuernevaca, Actopan, and Tlaxcala where they enjoyed lectures by prominent men like the famous anthropologist Alfonso Caso. Before the 1940s, they did little civic work: they sat on the Board of Trustees of the Benjamin Franklin Library, which opened in 1944, and they organized a ball to raise money for a campaign to fight polio. They briefly offered free English courses, began a scholarship program for students, and held a student essay contest on Pan Americanism.65

If the historical record before 1944 suggests that Mexico City members interpreted PART and Pan Americanism more broadly as a vehicle for self-improvement and as a means for maintaining social ties in the American colony, this soon changed. In the 1950s, under the leadership of Ola Hendrix, the wife of the president of Chevrolet Mexico (both returned to Austin, Texas), they did outreach work more typical of Texas Tables. The women helped sponsor a yearly book contest, soliciting works by Mexicans; winning essays were published by the Ministry of Education (SEP). They worked with the Benjamin Franklin Library on a “from children to children” campaign to provide bookmobiles to rural communities by raising money and collecting books from private schools in Mexico and the United States.
They held grand Pan American Day celebrations at members’ homes with an average of 100 people in attendance. And, by the late 1950s, they helped select and fund scholarships for young Mexican women who studied at universities in the United States.

The founding of a PART table in Monterrey, Nuevo León further exemplifies a shift in attitude by the 1940s. In contrast to the Mexico City group, this club was led by an American expatriate from San Antonio, Mrs. Collin McCown de Garza, and thus took on a more ideal Pan American identity from the beginning. After fifteen years in Mexico, the Monterrey director began to think of herself as Mexican. She is renown in club history as Monterrey’s quintessential “good neighbor.” The Monterrey group equally represented both sides of the border: the table was half Mexican-born and half American-born. Meetings were held in both Spanish and English, and, by the late 1950s, all business was conducted in Spanish. As studies on Monterrey by the historian Alex Saragoza suggest, American women living in Monterrey were generally married to Mexican men or were there as wives of men who did business in this industrial capital of Mexico. Rather than live symbolically apart, the fluidity and transnationality of living in the north shaped what quite possibly might be a more inclusive form of Pan Americanism, especially compared to the Mexico City club. Time was also a factor in this shift. By the 1940s, the geo-political landscape changed and the American Colony in Mexico City changed with it. Many Americans returned to their homes in the United States during World War II. Those who stayed lived in Mexico amid a different climate. The United States and Mexico worked together as neighbors toward a common democratic cause. Pan American friendship became the official business of the U.S. State Department through the Office of the Coordinator for Inter-American Affairs which looked to groups like the PART as models for civic action.

By 1944, PART’s leadership in Texas gave its transnational movements wings by establishing a separate entity under the Alliance of Pan American Round Tables. This gave Latin American clubs autonomy from the Texas directorate. Mexico’s members, in particular, became the most active leaders in the broader Pan American movement that swept across the Americas in the post-World War Two era. Today, Mexico enjoys the largest membership in the Alliance with over eighty-six Tables.

Conclusion

The PART’s supposed apolitical mission of building friendship and its normative activism fit with more widely accepted ideas about the place and role of women in politics, especially among receptive women in Latin America, many of whom were members of the professional class or the
American expatriate community. The PART denied its characterization as just another woman’s club, although it functioned a lot like one. Its history adds a caveat to scholarship on American clubwomen and women’s volunteerism by exploring a group with both a national and international vision. Pioneering studies have explored “organized womanhood” in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries as the place where “proper ladies flourished,” voiced their independence and, thus, became early feminists (or proto-feminists), whether knowingly or not.67 Because the issue of suffrage did not appeal to the majority of middle-class women, clubs across the United States emerged by the late nineteenth century to address issues important to women, namely concerns of morality that society expected them to uphold, model, and spread. More recent studies on clubwomen’s work show how women’s club activism shaped broader movements like environmental conservation.68 Members of the PART, indeed, formed the backbone of civic Pan Americanism, becoming a model for other groups by the 1940s.

Although PART leaders denied their role as internationalists, PART members were little different than the women of WILPF who tried to export the U.S. suffragist movement to Latin America. PART members may have scorned feminist causes, but they were no less prescriptive or paternalistic than the women they deemed so radical. Just as widespread political participation is an ideal of American liberalism, so too is multilateralism a key goal of Pan Americanism.69 Friends stand with one another, and so would Latin America stand with the United States. Civic groups like the PART ultimately worked to build a peaceful hemisphere of good neighbors with shared values. They carried out this mission within the confines of gender norms. Griswold, especially, highlighted the connection between Pan Americanism and femininity. She took the time to lend a personal, female touch to the mission, sending flowers to ill leaders and communicating with wives of government officials.70 In this framework, the women of the PART played a role in forging a hemispheric community that became vital by World War Two and the Cold War. They set out to raise Pan Americans, a form of activism that allowed “typical” clubwomen to serve a higher foreign policy mission. As an extension of women’s domestic work, rearing Pan Americans offered women an opportunity to improve self, community, nation, and hemisphere within the confines of acceptable gender roles.
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